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tried it and couldn’t stay because
of the current, but twice we found
the current slow and limited out
under the bridge both times.” It’s
worth a look.

Once spawning begins, many
fishermen head for various flats,
and work off the beach areas, rock
piles, and near such reefs as
Niagara, Toussaint, Crib and
Locust Point Reef. These areas
will account for lunker walleyes, up
to 10 pounds and better on spoons
and jigs, but it’s worth pointing out
that older and larger fish aren’t
that great eating, and are better left
to spawn and produce a new
generation. When I hit these pre-
spawn fish, my keepers are the
nice little 2-4 pound jacks, and all
others go back.   But that’s a
choice each fisherman must make
himself.

Each year a substantial number of
fish enter the Sandusky and
Maumee rivers, and these are a
bonanza for boatless anglers. Easy
access, no cost for charters or
headboats, just a few jigs and
patience.  And hopefully a little
extra knowledge. The jacks arrive
in the river first, often by very
early March, weather deciding.
And while they’re waiting for the
larger females to arrive, some will
strike a bait.  But once serious
spawning begins, it can be tough to
interest a lovelorn walleye in food.

The first point to keep in mind for
this river fishing is that there are
lots of regulations on both rivers.
Among them are restrictions on the
most popular fishing areas. on the
Sandusky, the regulated stretch
runs through downtown Fremont
from the Toledo Edison power line

to the northern tip of Bradys
Island.

And on the Maumee, it’s from the
Ohio Turnpike bridge to the Old
Waterville interurban bridge at the
end of Forest Road and from the
SR 578 bridge to the Grand Rapids
Providence dam. Only single hooks
are allowed too, and there are
other regulations.      Read them
carefully, because both rivers are
usually swarming with wildlife
officers in plain clothes looking for
snaggers and other miscreants.

Most of the anglers who fish these
rivers spend their time casting
quarter or eighth ounce twistertail
jigs in chartreuse, white, yellow,
and red slightly upstream and let
the lure sink to bottom before
making a slow retrieve. Occasion-
ally this works, and the fish is
actually mouth hooked, instead of
snagged.

But you'll have better luck adding a
small minnow or piece of worm to
the hook, then strike at any change
in resistance. Some try live bait too,
maybe a 2-3 inch minnow or whole
night crawler on a slip sinker, and
tight line in pools or other likely
places where fish will stop to rest.

With a small boat you can move
downstream past the crowds and
jig for fish that haven’t yet seen
swarms of doll flies. or test the old
Michigan trick of drifting
downriver exactly as fast as the
current, and jigging an eighth or
sixteenth ounce doll fly just off
bottom. Again, with a little bait
added for allure.

Sometimes a nice cluster of fish
will move upriver and action will be

fairly fast for those who can keep
their baits down and moving
slowly. Sometimes no new fish will
arrive for several days, and fishing
can be slow. Weather is always
important on any river, too.

The best time to fish is after a
good rain that swells the river and
turns it almost chocolate. As the
water recedes and begins to clear,
it’s time to go fishing, since each
rain will bring up new fish. Trying
your luck on a low, clear river or
on one too muddy to allow more
than inches visibility is always iffy.

And remember, if nothing is
producing a catch, turn to the
unusual. Try removing the standard
treble hook from a small jigging
spoon, and adding a proper single
hook. Then Dig Dust off bottom
with a minnow dressing and see
what happens. or use a worm rig
with single hook and spinner. or
some incredibly gaudy doll fly.
Maybe nothing will happen, but
then again ....

Are you online?  Let us
know how you're doing
by sending your fishing
reports to us.  We'll post
them on our web site at
  www.walleye.com

    Fishermen!
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Lake Erie Post-Spawn
Walleye Tactics

            by
  Richard Martin

Some anglers say that any
time is a good time for Lake
Erie walleyes, and that’s true

up to a point. Fishing can be very
good early in the season when fish
are heading for the spawning
grounds and sometimes good
during the summer, though last
year July and August were
poor. Autumn fishing can be
well worthwhile too, especially
at night on the piers, and winter
action through the ice is often
excellent.

But there’s a best time to go,
the top time to fill a limit in a
hurry with substantial fish, and
that’s after the spawning runs
when walleye are still gathered
in large schools and hungry.
Very hungry. It’s not always
great at first. Weather decid-
ing, Erie walleyes usually
spawn in mid to late April and
are usually finished by the first
week in May. They’re off the
spawning reefs and out of the
rivers, but their stomachs are
still shrunken from a long
period without feeding, and
they initially aren’t very
interested in hard strikes and
large meals.

I found this out the hard way
on a charter trip just east of
Toledo two years ago. Four of us
and the captain were fishing a spoil
bank near the ship channel, and the

fish were definitely there. His
screen showed a layer of walleye
extending from near the bottom to
15 feet below the surface. Hun-
dreds of them!

We started casting half ounce jigs
with twister tails and a worm
dressing, but nothing much hap-

pened. Bites were gentle, just taps
or slight resistance, and we fol-
lowed Standard Operating Proce-
dure by striking, then dropping the
bait back hoping for another try.  In
45 minutes we had just two fish in

the box.

All five of us were switching
offerings by that point, trying
this and that, different colors
and speeds, then one of our
group tied on a stinger hook. He
caught fish after fish. At that
point we all did the same,
hooking the trailing nightcrawler
in its end, and striking at any
change. our box was filled in
less than an hour. The walleye
that day just weren’t ready for
serious feeding and instead of
wolfing the bait, swam behind
and nipped off the crawler tail.
The stingers made all the
difference that day.

But within a couple of weeks
they’re on the feed again, filling
up wasted stomachs to build up
fat lost in spawning, and it can
be an anything goes proposition.
Last year I made another trip in
late May, this time on the Sassy
Sal, a head boat based in Port
Clinton, and it was a whole new
ball game.

Again, I was using half ounce jigs
with twister tails, either chartreuse
or yellow, and I’d learned my

Post-spawn walleye fishing can be
the most productive time of the year
for trophy 'eyes in  the western
basin.
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lesson enough to have a stinger
hook perched in the crawler. But it
wasn’t necessary. We found a big
school west of Port Clinton,
anchored, started casting, and
almost immediately rods were
bending all over the boat. This time
the school was hovering between
10 and 20 feet below the surface,
this on a clear, sunny day with a
good one foot walleye chop.

I hooked one on my first cast, the
jig taken before it made it down
through the school. And another on
my third toss. Fish were not only
hitting with abandon, they were
following hooked fish to the
surface, often several at a time,
trying to pull the bait from a
hooked mouth.

It didn’t take long to learn to leave
a catch in the water while several

surrounding anglers dropped jigs
into the cluster. My last fish literally
came out from beneath the boat to
hit just a foot below the surface.
That was a red-letter day, and it
can happen often during the post
spawn season.

Anchoring and casting jigs is a
favorite technique among head
boat captains, and it works fine.
But charter boat captains taking
out their half day or full day
"6 packs" more often opt for
trolling, especially if the sports
along aren’t expert fishermen.
When trolling starts, they'll almost
invariably are dragging bottom
bumpers and worm harness if the
fish are holding low, close to the
bottom. Many private boat owners
do exactly the same.

Bottom bumpers are basically just

a slim sinker with a pencil-like
bottom to keep it out of the rocks,
a three-way swivel, several feet of
monofilament and a spinner and
worm harness.  It’s a lethal bait
when they’re down. Most captains
favor small spinners, and favorite
colors are chartreuse, red, yellow,
and blue and white in about that
order. But if rains have come and
the water is a little murky, a larger
blade produces more flash and
visibility, so keep a modest selec-
tion of these and use them all until
something works.

If fish are holding high, both
captains and private fishermen
should have a selection of trolling
lures that are routine producers.
Hot-n-Tots are much used as are
WiggleWarts and other crankbaits
that have large lips and a tendency
to dig deep. Favorite colors again
are chartreuse, red and white, fire
tiger, and sometimes multicolored
offerings and pure silver or gold.
Again, it’s a matter of switching
and switching again until something
perks their interest.

By late May or early June with the
water warming fast, most anglers
turn to tossing weight forward
spinners, though the bottom
bumpers still produce when they’re
deep. Then it’s a “nothing to it”
business. Cruise around in a
private boat, charter or headboat,
find a school that’s usually 15-20
feet down and either anchor or
drift across the school tossing
spinners in all directions. Strikes
come quick in most cases, and
many a boat will fill its limit in just
an hour or two. Again, and no
surprise by now, top colors for the
Erie Dearies and similar lures are
chartreuse, red, red and white,

Big fish and improving weather make the post-spawn period
an enjoyable experience for early Lake Erie anglers.
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chartreuse and yellow and some-
times blue and white.

Where do you toss those lures
whether it be May or early June?
Top spots are again near the ships
channel off Toledo, and off various
reefs. Among the best producers
are Niagara and Cone reefs, off
Gull Reef, between South Bass
and Kelleys, north of Rattlesnake,
the list goes on and on. with a
charter or headboat, don’t even
ask. If fishing on a private craft,
stop in at any bait shop like
Rickard’s on Catawba Island and
ask, “Where are they hitting?”
They’ll have answers.

There are times, even during this
prime season, when fish get a little
picky. That’s most often on bright
sunny days, when winds are calm,
and/or after storms that stir the
water and send barometers
bouncing. That’s when it’s wise to
go to Plan B for a decent catch.
Too many Lake Erie anglers spend
all day mindlessly tossing weight
forward spinners, or long hours
bottom bumping or trolling
crankbaits with little or no result.
if the fish are biting, that’s fine, but
if they’re touchy, try something
else.

I’ve had days when lack of action
would see me turning to jigs again.
When a fish has seen a few
hundred weight forward spinners,
something different can perk their
interest. I’ve tried jigging spoons
tipped with emerald shiners too,
sometimes with no success,
sometimes with good. Or used a
Lindy rig when nothing else was
working. A Lindy rig is basically a
slip sinker, swivel, two feet of line
and a small hook, maybe with a

brightly colored bit of balsa wood
(floating Lindy) in front for eye
appeal.

The rig is dropped to bottom with a
fat nightcrawler head attached on
lines end, and fished with an open
bail. When a strike comes, how-
ever gentle, release line for a 10
count, then tighten up and strike. It
can be a lethal weapon for walleye
when they’re being touchy about
what they eat, and lying with their
bellies practically in the mud.

If Lindy’s have a problem, it is that
they also target other species. I’ve
caught walleye, smallmouth bass,
channel cats, sheepshead, white
bass, white perch, yellow perch,
even carp on the rigs. But a good
mixed bag can be a welcome
change, and I don’t mind.

Here’s a final thought for post-
spawn walleyes, and you might or
might not disagree. I’ve found over
30 plus years of fishing this big lake
that large fish are generally poor
eating, while chunky little 1 1/2 to 3
pound fish are absolutely excellent.
So, when I catch a 6 pounder, an 8
or a 10, I return them.      They’re
usually females and better for
spawning than keeping, unless an
angler wants to hang one on his
wall.

Admittedly, I’ve tried everything,
since some days good eaters are
hard to come by, and big fish easy.
I’ve filleted them, cut out the
center streak, and sliced the thick
fillets lengthwise to make them
thinner. I’ve soaked fillets in milk
overnight to hopefully remove that
fishy tasty, and my wife has tried
various marinades from outdoor
cookbooks.    The BEST I’ve ever

done on a big fish is make it decent
eating, not delicious, not great, just
decent. So, I just don’t keep them
anymore.

Again, whatever your choice of
lures, fishing spots, and cooking
tactics, Lake Erie walleyes are
waiting in hundreds of thousands.
And the best time to take them is
post-spawn.

Try These
Walleye Recipes

Broiled Walleye
Place small dab of real butter on

alum. foil
Place walleye fillets on foil & broil

until top looks half cooked
Flip fillet

Cook until done (turns white in color)
Take flavored croutons and roll in

baggie with rolling pin until powered
Spoon this on top of cooked fillets and

drizzle with melted butter
Put back in broiler until golden brown-

just a second
Take out and pour lemon juice over

fillet

Beer Batter for Walleye
1 cup all-purpose flour

3 tablespoons cornstarch
1 teaspoon salt

1/2 teaspoon paprika
Dash nutmeg (optional)

1 cup beer
1 tablespoon vegetable oil

In medium bowl, mix dry ingredients.
Blend in beer and vegetable oil until

smooth. Dip fish into batter.
Deep-fry or panfry as desired.
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by
 Mark Hicks

World's Greatest Smallmouth Fishery

Lake Erie, the undisputed
“Walleye Capital of the
World,” reigns as the

“Smallmouth Bass Capital” as
well. From Ohio’s Bass islands to
Buffalo, New York, Lake Erie
gives up scads of
quality smallmouth
bass.

At this writing,
Lake Erie has
produced state
record smallmouth
bass for Ohio, 9
pounds, 8 ounces,
and New York, 8
pounds, 4 ounces.
Now that Pennsyl-
vania has opened
a trophy spring
smallmouth
season, their
current state
record smallmouth,
taken on an inland
lake, is in serious
jeopardy.

“With the trophy
season,” says
Gary Moore of
the Pennsylvania
Fish and Boat
Commission, “we
hope to see the
smallmouth
record become
part of the Lake Erie system. If
there’s anytime it’s going to be
broken, it’ll be between mid-April
and mid-June.”

Southern states have yielded bigger
smallmouths, but no place gives up
quantities of quality bass like Lake
Erie. It’s common for a pair of
anglers to land more than 50
smallmouths here in one day.

Before the introduction of the
Clean Water Act in 1972, un-
checked pollution and unregulated
commercial netting devastated

many of Erie’s game fish popula-
tions, such as walleye and the now
extinct blue pike. But even during
the worst of times, smallmouth
bass thrived around the many
islands in western Lake Erie and in

other areas. Thanks
to a steady decline in
pollution and the
spread of no-till
farming practices,
Lake Erie’s water
quality has improved
dramatically over the
past 25 years.
Smallmouth bass, and
the anglers who
pursue them, have
benefited.

“I’ve run bass
charters on Erie for
over 20 years,” says
noted charter captain
Dave Demeter, who
docks at Fox Haven
Marina on Ohio’s
Catawba Island.
“The lake has always
produced lots of 3-
and 4-pound fish. But
now we’re catching
more bass over 5

pounds.”

HABITAT

The foundation for
this peerless smallmouth fishery
can be described in one word—-
habitat. Lake Erie is the southern-
most, shallowest, warmest and

Smallmouth bass can be taken in numerous locations
in the western basin.  The Perry Monument stands in
background.


